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Context of the research

• Request by the LIBE committee for the
preparation of its opinion to TRAN for its report
on RPAS

• Focus on implications for Privacy and Data
Protection; Security and Safety

• Review of available institutional documents,
studies, media reports, etc.



Drones implications for Privacy and
Data Protection

 Drones can carry applications that collect and process
personal data, seriously interfering with the right to privacy,
such as:
• video-cameras to operate the drone
• cameras for pictures, video-recording, processing of the video images
• high power zoom, facial recognition, behaviour profiling, movement

detection, number plate recognition, thermal sensors, night vision, radar,
see-through imaging, Wi-fi sensors, microphones and audio-recording
systems, biometric sensors to process biometric data, GPS systems
processing the location of the persons filmed, systems to read IP
addresses and track RFID devices, etc.



Drones implications for
Privacy and Data Protection
 Drones pose new challenges in relation to privacy and data

protection:
 Their capabilities, combined with technologies and applications, change

and transform the nature of surveillance, magnifying it, when compared to
other similar tools (satellites, aircrafts, helicopters, CCTV): drones…

 can be non-detectable (they are not always visible or heard, like aircrafts,
helicopters, CCTV, notably as small and micro-drones are being
developed);

 allow for a mobile view, including in 3D (not like the bird's-eye view from
satellites or aircraft, or the fixed view of CCTVs);

 can access more locations (such as private properties, across fences or
through windows);

 can observe in detail (more than the naked eye, through zooms) and follow
persons easily;

 they are cheap (not like satellites, airplanes or helicopters), and persistent
(they can fly or follow a person for a certain time).



Applicable law
 EU data protection law, Directive 95/46/EC (and national

implementation laws) covers:
 Data processed via RPAS for commercial or professional purposes
 The draft text of the General Data Protection Regulation (currently in

trilogue) that will replace Directive 95/46/EC contains specific rules on
privacy by design, privacy by default and impact assessments



Exceptions

 EU data protection law does not cover
 Law enforcement and intelligence activities - except when such data is

exchanged amongst Member States
 Activities by private individuals ("household" exception) – still it seems

likely that the capturing and processing of personal data carried out by
drones in public spaces could be subject to EU data protection law,
following the ECJ jurisprudence on CCTV: TCB

 Activities by media and journalists
 In these areas: Member States shall ensure that privacy and data

protection guarantees apply (ECHR, national Constitution and laws,
democratic and judicial oversight, etc)



Recommendations for Privacy
and Data Protection: EDPS
EDPS – European Data Protection Supervisor
The EU should regulate at EU level (regardless of the weight of the drone):
clarify and raise awareness on the existing data protection obligations
include these elements in its policy measures on RPAS
encourage manufacturers to implement privacy by design and by default =
embed data protection requirements to ensure compliance from the outset
a notice should accompany RPAS sold in the EU including in relation to privacy
and data protection, recalling applicable law and rules
data protection impact assessment to be carried out by users and data
controllers
public debate by raising awareness of the privacy implications of the use of
RPAS, which will support and increase compliance
even where there might be gaps in data protection regulation, intrusions into
privacy or illegitimate use of RPAS might be prohibited under criminal law,
intellectual property, aviation, environmental law, …



Recommendations for Privacy
and Data Protection: WP art. 29
 Working Party Article 29:
 Steps to be taken before operating a drone: check national law, CAA authorisation,

DPA notification, data protection impact assessment, give advance notice of the
operation, ensure security of data, minimise, delete and anonymise data;

 Recommendations to policy makers and sector regulators: public debate,
harmonise and modernise MSs policies and cross-border operations rules; promote
responsible use of drones (maps with no fly-areas, respect private areas); market
only drones with DP information; develop DP impact criteria; pilot qualification and
training, operation licenses, declarations, certifications; transparency

 Recommendations to manufacturers and/or operators: privacy-friendly solutions;
involve DP Officer; Codes of Conduct; drone and operator visible and identifiable
(flashing lights, buzzers, bright colors; signage, name); even if allowed to fly over
populated area, avoid private areas and buildings;

 Recommendations for the use of personal data collected for law enforcement
purposes: necessity, proportionality, purpose limitation, data minimisation, max
retention period; transparency, based on a law, foreseeable, warrant…



Recommendations for Privacy
and Data Protection: COM Study
Commission Study:
EU and MSs’ regulatory frameworks are largely adequate to address the
privacy, data protection and ethical impacts of drones (although with gaps)
real problem is educating the RPAS industry about their obligations and
enforcing the regulatory mechanisms that are in place
the study does not support the need for an overarching European
regulation and prefers actions and soft law measures to minimize risks, by:
addressing the industry; general awareness-raising; Data Protection
Authorities, Civil Aviation Authorities, stakeholders shall better cooperate at all
levels; the upcoming General Data Protection Directive might foresee that
data protection impact assessments and privacy by design are mandatory
information and transparency: database or website to identify and track
(for instance via GPS) drones, operations and missions (as well as owners)



Security (and Safety) issues

 Risks posed by drones to security (LIBE competence) and
safety:  lack of official data on drones’ accidents and incidents
in the EU; Riga Declaration calls for reporting mechanism

 Media reports: drones…
• spotted over airports or close to them, disrupting or/and threatening civil

aviation, notably in the UK and in the US
• flying or crashing on the ground in the White House area; coming very close to

Prime Ministers, such as Angela Merkel; found on the office of the Japanese
prime minister, carrying radioactive material;

• flown over critical infrastructure such as nuclear power stations or
embassies and tourist attractions in France;

• impeded quick intervention by law enforcement authorities and fire-fighters;
• have injured people on the ground.
• crashed on monuments



Security (and Safety) issues

 Washington Post inquiry on drones and the US:
• drones had crashed at 10 times the rate of manned Army aircraft over

the previous nine months (June 2013)
• series of major safety issues yet to be overcome, notably:
• persistent mechanical or electrical defects, pilot errors, unreliable

communication links and a limited ability to detect and avoid troubles
• weather elements (lightening, high winds, icing) potentially fatal for drones
• 15 cases in 2013 and 2014 of drones flying close to airports or passenger

aircraft, putting civil aviation aircraft and passengers in serious danger: in
some cases pilots reported near-collisions and mid-air encounters
seem to be common

• 23 accidents and 236 unsafe incidents since November 2009 involving
civilian drones flown with the FAA’s permission and under its scrutiny,
and 194 cases of misbehaviour in the US in 2014 related to drones,
including near-miss incidents with planes and helicopters



Technologies to ensure safety
and security
 Detect and Avoid technology, to avoid collisions with objects in the

sky (airplanes, helicopters, other drones), or on the ground (buildings,
critical infrastructure like energy wires, or persons, for instance in the
landing or take-off phases)

 Security of the communication link – so-called command and
control (C2) - between the pilot station and the drone, to impede
hacking, jamming and spoofing; radio spectrum issues;

 Geo-fencing, so as to deny access to drones to certain no-fly areas,
such as airports, critical infrastructure, embassies, cities, monuments,
military bases or even private property;

 Security protection against physical, electronic or cyber-attacks;
neutralisation of drones

Research is underway, but these issues are not solved and
technologies are not available yet



Addressing the “drones’ chain”
 How (and when) to integrate drones into the civil aviation system so that

safety, security, fundamental rights (privacy, data protection) are guaranteed?
 Need to address, resolve and debate more openly these issues, apply them

across the “drones chain” (at European and MSs level):
• manufacturing and trade: production, selling, buying, internal and international trade, notice for

buyers on risks and hazards and applicable rules or legislation for flying drones
• safety: airworthiness, pilot licences, operation authorisation, identification and monitoring of

drones and of their flights, establishment of no-fly zones such as critical infrastructures, airports,
cities and villages, gatherings, rules that should be followed when operating a drone, for instance
visual line of sight, private properties,..

• privacy and data protection rules
• laws on criminal behaviour, intellectual property, aviation, environmental law
• security regulations and measures to ensure that law enforcement action against illegal and

unsafe use of drones is possible
• responsibility and liability for damage to persons or property as a result of an incident caused

by an RPA; insurance
• research and development of technologies whose availability is a fundamental pre-condition

for safe integration of drones into the civil aviation system by 2016 (…?)



Possible further research and
actions for the EP
 Regulating the “drones’ chain” to ensure security and safety,

privacy and DP: EU and MSs competences, applicable law,
new legislation needed

 Mapping of MSs (and 3rd countries) laws and regulations
 “Risk-based approach”
 Technological issues
 EP to steer public discussion and open up the debate on

drone policy and regulation, include citizens, civil society,
NGOs, as well as the Fundamental Rights Agency, the
European Data Protection Supervisor, the Working Party Article
29, Data Protection Authorities

 EU or EU Agencies, such as Frontex, possible future drones
operations?
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